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COMPACTOR



CONFINED SPACES,  
NO PROBLEM !
The 6PAK COMPACTOR is easy to use as it packs waste and 
recyclable materials, and represents the perfect alternative to 
front load containers located in limited areas. 

Equipped with an integrated compacting system, such equipment 
can reach a 6-to-1 compaction rate for certain types of waste!

KEY FEATURES
 › The fully leak-tight container keeps the waste collection site neat, 
it eliminates odors and repels rodents

 › The CAT.3 Security Controller prevents any circumvention of 
operations

 › The digital keypad easily opens the loading door
 › The keypad programming only gives access to properly trained 
employees for better waste disposal operation monitoring 

 › The cover can be configured for a front or rear load
 › The loading door is effortlessly accessible, making it easier to 
load the container and avoid injuries or spills

 › Winter Mode: When the temperature drops below freezing, the 
6PAK compactor automatically switches to the winter mode and 
activates a cycle every 30 minutes in order to keep the ram from 
freezing

 › Running engine noise level : 72 dB



ELECTRICAL OPTIONS

VOLTAGE PHASE POWER AMPERAGE GPM
CYCLE 
TIME

600 V 3 ph 3 HP 5 amp. 2.79 50 sec.

208 V 3 ph 2 HP 8 amp. 2.36 60 sec.

240 V 1 ph 2 HP 11 amp. 2.36 60 sec.

120 V 1 ph 1 HP 17 amp. 1.53 120 sec.

COMPACTOR                          TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Tare weight: 2,700 lbs.

Loading door opening : 30 " x 21 "
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MDA Compaction is the manufacturer 
of innovative equipment intended for 
the residual waste management and is 
constantly improving for better and safer 
waste and recycling equipment. Thanks to 
the quality of our products and services, 
MDA Compaction is able to achieve 
optimal solutions for residual waste 
removal, process, storage, transportation, 
recovery, and disposal. 

LEARN MORE  
ABOUT OUR WIDE 
RANGE OF PRODUCTS:
› LINEAR BALERS
› TWO-RAM BALERS
› STATIONARY COMPACTORS
› SELF-CONTAINED COMPACTORS
› ETC

MÉTALLURGIE DES APPALACHES
2323, AVENUE DES ÉRABLES
PLESSISVILLE (QC) CANADA G6L 2E9
T. 819.362.2424
F. 819.364.7066 AUTHORIZED DEALER


